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VALPO LAW BIDS FO D FAREWELL TO
CHIEF JUSTICE SHEPARD

BY: DAN HALLBERG • EDITOR-IN-CIDEF

n Febuary 24, the Indiana Supreme Court
graced ~ the hallowed halls of Wesemann
to hear arguments for the State of Indiana
v. Steven Hollin case. Hollin was convicted and
sentenced for conspiracy to commit burglary, but
was later granted post-conviction relief on the
grounds that he had be denied effective counsel.
The Court of Appeals reversed the post-conviction
court's decision.
There was
not a seat to be had
-w
in Tabor Hall, as
E>e>
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students, faculty,
2
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05 _Q.visitors, and press
~~
a_~
filled the room
eager to hear both
the arguments to
be had and the
response from the
learned Justices.
This
event
seemed especially
popular with first
year students who
would soon be
starting their own
oral
argument
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assignments in their legal writing courses.
The State's argument is simple on its face: the
trial court got it right the first time, and the Court
of Appeals was correct in reversing the postconviction court's decision. The defense argues
that Hollin's counsel ~t trial failed to prevent
prejudicial evidence from coming in when it
should have been omitted. Defense also argues
that trial counsel was ineffective because he failed
to impeach a witness who damaged Hollin's case,
and it was these mistakes that unjustly prejudiced
the jury against Hollin.
Both attorneys showed excellent poise and gave
students a great example to follow as they prepare
for their shot at arguing in front of a panel. The
Indiana Supreme Court is, as Valparaiso University
School of Law alumnus Justice Rucker described,
a "hot court." This means that rather than sit
back and listen to the arguments; the Justices are
prepared with specific legal questions which they
pepper at the attorneys from pretty much start to
finish.
The two attorneys took this in stride, and
responded quickly to their inquisitors' questions
while still advocating their party's position. With
a case filled with complicated evidence rules and
convoluted standards of review, it was impressive
to see these two experienced attorneys work.
After the arguments were completed, the

Justices engaged the audience in a little question
and answer session. Professor Lind asked about
the post-conviction relief process. Justices
Shepard and Sullivan explained how it is almost a
secondary appeals, only available when some new
facts come to light that weren't available during
the initial trial process.
A student asked about what the preparation
process is for the Justices as they get ready to
hear an oral argument. While the Justices all
seemed to have different approaches to how they
wade through the massive amount of information
given to them prior to arguments, it did seem very
apparent that the Court takes great pride in being
prepared and ready to ask specific leg~l questions
on issues.
In answering one question the Chief Justice
did say that he enjoys writing his own dissenting
opinions because they are the most fun, but it's
bitter sweet because it means he lost the argument.
This prompted one student to ask Chief Justice
Shephard (who was appointed by Republican
Governor Robert Orr) how often he gets to write
dissents. In response, Justice Sullivan (who was
appointed by Democratic Governor Evan Bayh)
quipped, "Not often enough."
After the question and answer period wrapped
up, Dean Conison took a moment to thank the
Court for coming and to especially thank his friend
Chief Justice Shepard for all of his service. The
Chief Justice will be retiring in March after a long,
distinguished career, highlighted by significant
contributions to legal education both in Indiana
and nationally.
As Dean Conison put it; in the twenty five years
that Justice Shepard has been Chief he has done
so much that he has become "part of the fabric of
the universe." He will be very much missed in the
Hoosier legal community.
To see the arguments presented before the
Justices here at Valparaiso University School of
Law, visit mycourts.in.gov/arguments/ for a full
video of the proceeding.

Dan is a 3L and can be reached at vuslforum@
valpo.edu

ew Legislation on the Horizon
BY: MICHAEL BoLDE +PRESIDENT OF

Jus

VITAE

In response to an event held by Jus Vitae ("Law for Life")
and co-sponsor, the Christian Legal Society ("CLS"), Indiana
is on the verge of passing new legislation that will allow a
parent who conceives a child through rape to file a petition
to terminate the parental rights of the alleged perpetrator.
The statute will require the termination upon a showing, by
clear and convincing evidence, that the alleged perpetrator
committed the rape against the victimized parent and that
terminating the parent-child relationship will be in the best
interest of the child.

Senator Ed Charbonneau introduced SB 0190 shortly
after attending a private meeting along with Shauna Prewitt,
Professor Ivan Bodensteiner, and Professor Sy Moskowitz
just prior to the Jus Vitae event. The private meeting and
event was arranged and coordinated by the executive board
of Jus Vitae who did a remarkable job arranging this powerful
meeting of the minds.
The bill, once passed, will become IND. CODE § 3135-3.5. The bill has passed the Indiana Senate by a vote of
50-0. It came out of the House Committee on February 21,

... Continued on page 8
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THE DEAN'S CORNER
VALPARAISO SCHOOL OF LAW WELCOMES NEW FACULTY
American Hi tory from the University of Chicago,
he graduated cum laude from New York University
School of Law where he served as Senior Articles
Editor on the Review of Law and Social Change.
He is currently a Clinical Teaching Fellow at
Georgetown Law and is completing an LL.M. His
scholarship examines immigration issues.

work: Laura Dooley (chair), David Welter, Justus
Morris, and David Vandercoy
FACULTY HIRES:

BY:

MARK ADAMS +AssociATE DEAN

T

he Faculty Appointments Committee has
been very busy this year, and we are pleased
to welcome three new members to the
faculty who will be joining us next academic year.
Special thanks to the committee for its outstanding

Robert Knowles will teach Civil Procedure
and Administrative Law beginning Fall 2012.
Graduating from St. Olaf College with a double
David Cleveland will be joining the
major in Theater and Political Philosophy, he
faculty
beginning Fall 2012. He is a graduate of
is a magna cum laude graduate of Northwestern
University School of Law, where he served as the Georgetown University Law Center and Western
Coordinating Articles Editor on the Law Review Michigan University (B.A. magna cum laude in
and was a member of Order of the Coif. After law Education). Currently he is a Professor of Law at
school he clerked for Judge McKeown on the Ninth Nova Southeastern University where he teaches
Circuit, and he has taught at New York University Legal Writing and Professional Responsibility,
School of Law and Chicago-Kent School of Law. and his scholarly interests focus on the role of
He is currently teaching at Thomas Jefferson precedent and federal courts. Professor Cleveland
School of Law. His scholarship focuses on federal will be teaching Legal Writing.
power in foreign affairs and national security.
Dean Adams can be reached at mark. adams@
Geoffrey Heeren will be teaching in our valpo.edu
new Immigration Clinic. After receiving a B.A. in

CPCCORNER
A CURE FOR THE BORROWER'S BLUES

BY:

RoBYN RucKER + AssociATE DIREcToR, CAREER

PLANNING CENTER

F

or the vast majority of law students, loans
provide most, if not all, of the financial
resources to make a legal education possible.
There may not be very many ways around incurring
debt to finance your law degree, but there are some
things you can do to help ensure that you are savvy
about your borrowing.
According to Ann Weitgenant, from the law
school's financial aid office, one of the first
things that all students should do is determine just
how much debt they have incurred. While it is
incredibly easy to put the reality of debt on the
back burner, it is not really a good idea. Knowing
exactly what you've borrowed makes it far easier
to create a plan for debt repayment. The National
Student Loan Data System (NSLDS) is the U.S.
Department ofEducation 's student aid database and
is a valuable resource. The information contained
on the site will reflect all federal loans beginning
with undergraduate school through law school.
The site indicates the status of your loan(s) and
provides outstanding balance information as well.
The NSLDS website is: http://www.nslds.ed.gov/
nslds SA/. Please note that the NSLDS does not
contain information about private loans. If you
have borrowed money through a private lender,
you will need to contact the lender to obtain the
relevant loan information.
Once you've armed yourself with knowledge

about your actual loan debt, you can begin to look
at options for repayment. One great resource for
exploring repayment options can be found on the
DepartmentofEducation's website athttp://www2.
ed.gov/offices/OSFAP/DirectLoan/calc.html.
There you can access calculators for various types
of loan repayment options. The page also contains
a budget calculator. This calculator allows you to
enter your key expenses and income to assist you
with determining a sensible budget. Borrowing
money may be a necessity for most law students.
However, borrowing more money than you need is
both unnecessary and unwise.
Believe it or not, there are resources available to
you after you graduate to help with loan debt. The

law school itselfactually offers a debt reliefresource
through the Loan Repayment Assistance Program
(LRAP). Graduates who secure public interest
employment are eligible to apply for program
funds for up to three years. The funding amount
will vary for each applicant and will be awarded
based upon a variety of factors including, but not
limited to, marital status, the number of dependents
and other awards received.
Additionally, there
are local, state and federal assistance options
available. These resources vary; some depend
upon the type of employment you select while
others depend upon your salary/income. You can
find out more about the various loan repayment
options by visiting the following Equal Justice
Works website:
http://www. equaljusticeworks.
org/ed-debt/students. Equal Justice Works is a
great resource for learning more about debt relief
options and alternatives.
Finally, if you have questions or concerns about
debt and/or loan repayment, please do not hesitate
to contact Ann Weitgenant or Robyn Rucker. Take
control of managing your student loans. The
first step in that process is arming yourself with
the knowledge. Once you know what's going on,
you're halfway there.

Robyn can be reached at robyn.rucker@valpo.
edu
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Valparaiso School of Law Clinic Opens
Immigration Section Next Fall
CORRECTION: Last month we erroneously
printed that Prof Trujillo would be the faculty
advisor for the Immigration Clinic. We apologize
for the confusion.

I

n the debate over immigration policy in the
United States, it is rarely acknowledged that
vast numbers of immigrants are not "illegal,"
''undocumented,"
or
"unauthorized"-these
immigrants either have legal status or good claims
for legal status.As those who have studied the subject
know, immigration law is complex--difficult even
for attorneys to sort out, let alone an immigrant
uneducated in the U.S. legal system. Therefore,
although many immigrants have compelling claims
for lawful status, they are unable to assert them
without legal representation. Beginning in the fall,

Valparaiso will offer a new Immigration Clinic to
help deserving immigrants realize their dream of
legal status in the United States. Students in the
year-long clinic will represent asylum seekers, and
victims of crimes, torture, domestic abuse, and
human trafficking.
The new clinic will be taught by Geoffrey Heeren,
who is currently finishing a two-year fellowship at
Georgetown Law, where he co-teaches the asylum
clinic. Before joining Georgetown, Professor
Heeren was an attorney in the Immigration Project
at the Legal Assistance Foundation of Chicago,
where he focused on representing immigrants
in detention. He was inspired to become an
immigration lawyer by his own clinical experience
at NYU law school, representing a detained asylum
seeker.
Students in the Immigration Clinic will appear

before the Department of Homeland Security,
which adjudicates immigration claims, as well
as the Department of Justice, which oversees the
nation's immigration courts. Immigration courts are
presided over by immigration judges, employees
of the Department of Justice who typically serve
for life. The prosecutor in immigration court cases
is employed by the Department of Homeland
Security and the proceedings are relatively formal,
culminating in a trial type hearing that often
involves opening and closing statements and direct
and cross examination. Students in the Immigration
Clinic will work in teams and serve as lead counsel
in all aspects of litigation.

FROM THE LAW LIBRARY
MARK IT EIGHT: EIGHT RESOURCES FOR DISCOVERING A GREAT LEGAL PAPER TOPIC
One particularly helpful newsletter is "U.S. Law
Week," which offers a monthly feature called
"Circuit Splits." Here, a listing is provided of
legal issues on which the various Circuit Courts of
Appeals have handed down contradictory rulings.
Consider taking a moment to browse through these
resources to see if you can find something that
piques your interest.

2.
Blawgs. In addition to being a go-to
source for snarky commentary, blawgs (legal
6.
Online Scholarship Repositories. The
blogs) are a great resource for identifying paper SSRN Legal Scholarship Network (http://www.
topics. One helpful place to begin is the American ssrn.com/lsn/index.html) and the bepress Legal
Bar Association's Blawg Directory, available at Repository (http://law. bepress. com/repository/)
http://www.abajournal.com/blawgs.
This self- are great resources for finding cutting -edge
described "comprehensive directory of continually legal scholarship. In addition to housing copies
updated law blogs" allows you to find a blawg of published articles, both sites contain large
based on topic, author type, or region. Visiting a collections of faculty pre-print working papers.
blog covering a topic of interest is smart way to Searching these collections will expose you to
identify issues for research.
current research emphases, and articles often
propose ideas for further investigation.
Westlaw and LexisNexis. Both Westlaw
3.
and LexisNexis offer excellent current awareness
Talk to a law professor. Because law
7.
resources, which tend to be rife with leads for students' primary point of contact with their
research topics. In Westlaw, if you switch to the professors is the classroom, they understandably
"Directory" view and then follow the link for "Legal forget that their teachers are also active scholars
Periodicals & Current Awareness," you will see the who monitor legal developments closely. As such,
"Westlaw Highlights & Bulletins" folder. Within chatting with a professor is a great way to identify
this folder, you will find general, topical, and state- hot-button issues in an area of law.
specific bulletins, all of which summarize recent
legal developments. Meanwhile, on LexisNexis,
8.
Flip through a treatise or casebook. The
if you follow the link to "Area of Law-By Topic," authors of casebooks and treatises often include a
you can select your area of interest. Within a variety of hypotheticals throughout their text. A
specific area, you can locate helpful resources helpful strategy is to locate a book in your general
under the "Emerging Issues" header.
field of interest, scan the table of contents to find an
appealing area, and then see if the author presents
4.
Legal Newspapers. Reading through legal any unanswered questions.
newspapers is another useful strategy. You can try
The National Law Journal qr The Legal Times,
Unfortunately, finding a great research topic is
both of which are weeklies, as well as American difficult, and possessing the consistent ability to
Lawyer, a monthly publication. You can also try do so is part of what separates prolific scholars
a regional or local newspaper, such as Indiana from mere legal mortals. However, with these
Lawyer or Chicago Daily Law Bulletin. The Law strategies in hand, you will be well-equipped to
Library subscribes to several legal newspapers in find inspiration and, in tum, meet your law school
print, and many more are available electronically writing goals.
on Westlaw and LexisNexis.
Prof Bowman can be reached at jesse. bowman@
Find a research agenda.
Some valpo.edu
5.

a

BY: JESSE BOWMAN • DIGITAL SERVICES LIBRARIAN

I

t has been my experience that finding a
compelling topic is one of the most vital
aspects of writing a good research paper.
Unfortunately, just about all of us have felt the
anguish of sitting in front of a computer screen,
knowing that a due date is approaching, but feeling
little, if any, connection to our topic. In contrast,
many of us have also experienced the rush of
adrenaline that comes from researching and writing
about something we feel strongly about. Side by
side, the experiences are like night and day.
Fortunately, inspiration abounds at Valpo
Law. Next time you need to find that perfect law
review or class paper topic, consider these eight
resources:
1.
BNA Databases. BNA publishes a vast
library of topical newsletters, with titles ranging
from "BioTech Watch" to "Real Estate Law &
Industry Report." These newsletters are great
resources for current awareness in a particular area
of law, as they include, among other items, news
stories, summaries of recent cases, and editorial
commentary. The Law Library subscribes to over
100 of these newsletters in their electronic format,
which are accessible through the "Restricted
Access Databases" page on the library website.

organizations post a research agenda on their
website, indicating potential avenues for research.
An excellent example is the American Constitution
Society's ResearchLink project, available at http://
researchlink.acslaw.org. This project allows public
interest advocates to submit research topics for law
students to investigate under faculty supervision.
Consider exploring organizational websites to see
if areas for further research have been identified.
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POINT I COUNTERPOINT
3-Don't

3-Do
BY:JOHN HUTCHI SO

+ STAFF WRITER

BY: CAITLIN BROO • STAFF WRITER

en Avatar came out, it was available in various different ways;
egular, 3-D, and 3-D IMAX. The first time I saw Avatar was in
-D IMAX and it was such an amazing experience I insisted on
taking some friends to go and see it again the following night. Frankly, the
experience ranks higher than the movie. The plot was not particularly original
and the lines were quite cheesy at times, but the visual effect was out of this
world.
At $500 million dollars for production and filming, this is by far the most
expensive movie of all time. Every last penny of its budget was made back in
ticket sales and then some. The novelty, the ingeniousness, and the quality of
Avatar's 3-D is far and away better than any other 3-D movie before or since.
This movie is the Concorde of movies. For those wondering, Concorde was
the first supersonic commercial airliner. The computer technology behind
Avatar's state-of-the-art 3-D caused the budget to balloon so much, it would
be impractical and too risky for studios to chum out several every year. Plus,
the studios wouldn't have the capital to invest in multiple similar projects.
Again, this is a comparable situation to Concorde. Because the technology
was so advanced and expensive, it was impractical to widely commercialize
it to the general public.
In the wake of Avatar's release, 3-D became the new thing. Pirates of the
Caribbean, in 3-D, Transformers, in 3-D, and now Disney is re-releasing
all of our favorite childhood movies ... in 3-D. James Cameron objected to
directors and studios making films 3-D in post-production because the quality
is not the same and brings down the general opinion of 3-D film. It is like
strapping a rocket engine to a pickup truck; it would look ridiculous. For
some movies, 3-D is even pointless. Imagine 'Little House on the Prairie:
The 3-D Movie.' It is a lazy way of making a movie about paint drying more
interesting.
Nevertheless, 3-D movies are the next step in the progression ofthe cinematic
experience. It would be unfair if 3-D cinematography were written off merely
because Michael Bay thinks 3-D explosions can distract audiences from the
plots of his films. "No Mike, your leading actress is still inconvincing by her
lines, so could you please stop re-casting Shia Labeouf and hire, you know, a
writer?" I digress. ·
When done correctly and in the appropriate setting, 3-D can raise the tenor
of a movie. In the wake of Avatar,
studios scrambled to do anything
and everything 3-D, which made it
annoying. However, that is not the
fault of the technology, but rather
its application.

3

-D movies puzzle me. This relic of the 1970s has become the "it"
thing for movies and moviegoers alike. But all I see is goofy glasses
and an extra $5.00 paid to see a movie that wasn't very good in the
first place. I had my first 3-D experience with Pixar's Up. With tax, my bill
was a whooping $17.25.
Of the experience I can say this; I could fill an entire column about my
love of that movie. However, did I really need to experience it in Disney
"Real 3-D"? I can safely say no. To me, the ultimate purpose of 3-D remains
elusive. I see a scam to milk money out of consumers for bad movies as well
as a thing I don't feels adds to my overall theater experience.
To me, a good movie is a good movie regardless of the extra bells and
whistles. Up will remain a favorite movie of mine but it doesn't need 3-D to
make it special. Now, some will say the 3-D needs to be properly done, i.e.
where a movie is shot completely on 3-D cameras like Avatar. But even then
I cannot Iauder Avatar like so many other "Cameron-heads." When I look
at a good film, I consider more than the special effects and pretty scenery. I
consider plot, characters, dialogue, etc before I make a judgment about the
film. I took all these into consideration after I saw Avatar (in 3-D, IMAX as
I was told that was the only way to "see" the movie). I came to a conclusion
that many won't agree with. Strip away Avatar's really pretty scenery, strip
away the blue people and what do you have? A boring movie.
Yes, using 3-D and special effects, James Cameron created a mash up of
Dances With Wolves and any movie about protecting nature. Now, without
3D is Avatar "special"? Sure the special effects were astounding, but the
plot sucked. Avatar was nothing but a giant gimmick that we collective
fell for. I, for one, am dismayed that cheap, Hollywood gimmicks are once
again leading us astray. You know it has gotten out of control when we are
paying to see movies again in 3D that we did not even like when they first
came out (hint: Star Wars: Episode 1).
I can't help but wonder what is coming now that 3-D movies are popular
again. They also had smell-o-vision where the theaters would release smells
that followed along with the movie. Hey, maybe I can finally figure out if
George Clooney smells like fresh rain on a sunny afternoon that would be
awesome right? Perhaps during there-release of Titanic in 3-D, they could
flood the floor with icy water so we too can feel like Jack did.
Better yet, let's bring back
vibrating seats. Yep, during
certain showings of The Tingler
in 1959, Vincent Price rigged
certain seats in theaters with
vibrating mechanisms in order to
scare the audience.

John is a 2L and can be reached at'
vus lforum@gmail. com

Caitlin is a 2L and can be reached
at vuslforum@gmail. com

DESIGNS BY NEEDA
BY:
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EVENTS

COORDINATOR

How TO

IMPRESS ON A BuDGET

People always think of event planning as a
daunting task however, it does not have to be this
way. Every month I plan to write an article giving
you tips on how to plan an event and make sure your
event is memorable and creative. In this article, I
am going to teach you how to plan a classic dinner
party for your friends.

out by going to www. weather. com in order to see
what the day is going to be like. One reason to keep
an eye on the weather is if you have a patio, deck,
or if you want to take a walk to a local ice cream
parlor (let dinner digest and this can be dessert).
MAKE YOUR GUEST LIST

Think about types of personalities and how they
will interact.
Have a good mix of women and men.

In order for guests to know where you would
like for them to sit, use place cards.
Therearealotofdifferentoptionsforcenterpieces.
You can use flowers (carnations or daisies because
these flowers are more economical); and you can
purchase a nice vase at a thrift store. Another
option is to place candles in a bowl.
BE CREATIVE

CREATE A BUDGET

To have a good meal you do not have to spend a
Most likely your house is the best place but if lot of money. Creativity is key here.
you have a friend who has a deck or patio. Also,
think about what is around you. For example, if PICK YOUR MENU
you live next to beautiful scenery such as a park or
Create a menu that encompasses everyone
historic buildings.
dietary preferences as well as your own culinary
capabilities.
CHOOSE A VENUE

CHOOSE A DAY AND TIME

You know you want to plan an event but timing
is everything. In order to determine your day start

CHOOSE YOUR TABLE SETTINGS

CHOOSE A COLOR SCHEME

Use a vibrant color to add flare.

If you or a friend have musical talents, have
them play an instrument as guests arrive.
In the event that you do not have musical talents,
choose a jazz playlist such as Kenny G from
Youtube.
After you have done all of these things you are
ready to have a dinner party.
Wilneeda is a 3L and can be reached at vuslforum@
gmail.com
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RED'S RESTATEMENT ON RELATIONSHIPS
THE CULTURE OF RELATIONSHIPS
BY: AsHLEY MuRRAY • STAFF WruTER

Its all fun and games until your family gets
involved ...
Last month I wrote about how much we ladies
wish our relationship lives were like 80s movies
around any "significant holiday" (read: Valentine's
Day) but let's be honest here, a lot of times our
relationships can mirror the movies of the 90s in a
way that is increasingly disturbing. Unfortunately,
I don't mean in the way that every good high school
based romantic comedy of the 90s seems to have
an epic spring break or high school party. I don't
know what high school was like for all of you but
I know that where I went to high school we never
had the kind of parties that they had in movies
like Shes All That where Matthew Lillard had a
coordinated dance to Give it to Me Baby and all
the guys drove Jeep Wranglers and played beach
volleyball every weekend. Secretly I wonder if I
had grown up in California if my life would have
been like that. But alas, I'm a Midwest baby and
things never got that crazy for my high school
friends and me. I had one friend with a Wrangler
and he didn't play football or have washboard abs,
poor me.
What I do mean when I say our relationships
can and often do mirror the movie~ is the kind
of movies like My Big Fat Greek Wedding or
Bend it like Beckham. First let me say, I know
my credibility may be slightly damaged by my
movie selection here but what I'm trying to touch
on is the cultural differences that can be such a
challenge in relationships, even today. As one
of seven children in a very Irish Catholic family
there have always been certain expectations for the
kind of men I date. As an Irish Catholic girl I'm
supposed to want to have a slew (yes I said slew)
of children and marry an Irish guy with the goal
of someday moving back to the "home country"
--- Ireland. While it conveniently works out that I
do in fact love children and want to have my own
little army of brats, I am the only one of my female
cousins that has zero interest in marrying an Irish
guy and I can honestly say while I love to visit
Ireland I will never be caught dead farming the
homeland. I'm lucky that my parents don't mind
but I know that it's not always that simple. While
I may not have to date an Irish guy I know that I'm
very particular about the kind of guy that I bring

around my family. It takes a certain kind of guy to
tolerate my enormous, loud, and energetic family.
I remember telling one high school boyfriend that
the rule of thumb in my family was always, if you
can't understand someone because of an accent,
just nod and smile, nod and smile.
Additionally, I have three older brothers and a
billion male cousins who make it their mission to
make the first 30 minutes of any of my gentlemen
callers' lives hell when they meet him. But, that
said, if said gentleman can make it past that brief
hazing period, they do everything they can to
make him feel like part of, what to me, seems not
unlike a little family frat to me. I remember one
particular instance when I brought a boyfriend to
a family wedding and the first words out of my
brother's mouth were, "So yqu're the dude who
dropped our little sister on her face huh?" I wanted
to crawl under a rock and die at that very moment,
but the guy smiled and said, "Yep, that's me." And
just like that, lie passed the test and had a great
night of camaraderie with my brothers.
I have always found the implications that our
culture has on us as we develop into adults to be
extremely interesting. There is no denying that
the way that we are raised, which is significantly
grounded in our culture, helps define the kind of
companion we will one day choose for ourselves.
While my brothers are a tough test to pass, I know
that the situation can be even more complicated for
some of my friends. In college I had two Indian
friends and their culture was immensely important
to them and to both of their families. However,
the way that things played out for each of them
was very different. One of these girls was about
28 and in her culture this meant that it was high
time she was getting married and that fact came
with the added caveat that she should marry an
Indian guy. So, instead of her parents arranging
a marriage for her, which was a legitimate option,
she was part of an Indian dating website where
she was meeting people with similar interests and
culture to her own. I remember still how quickly
it happened but she met a guy in London through
this website and he came to visit and stay with us
for a week and shortly after that she went to visit
him. About a year later they were married and now
happily live in London. The other of these two
friends is still searching and she sometimes dates
guys who aren't Indian but she always says that

it's hard because truthfully, because her culture is
so important to her and her parents she really can't
see herself ending up with someone who doesn't
share those same cultural values.
In such a diverse world, where we all try very
hard to respect one another's cultural values (or
at least I like to think that we all do) it is very
hard to face the fact that while so many of us say
that we just want to fall in love ... I think if we're
honest, culture plays a much bigger role in our
relationships that we often admit. A lot of life's
biggest choices boil down to our culture: where
will we get married, what religion will we raise
our children, what language will we speak in our
home, do we want children at all, where do we plan
to live, how important is family to us, and what is
it that we really value in a companion? I think
in this crazy dating world one of the best things
that we can do for ourselves is to be really honest
about what it is that we want and what is most
important to us. With almost seven billion people
on this planet I wholeheartedly believe that there
is someone out there for everyone but it certainly
takes some effort to sift through the messy dating
world. Undoubtedly .we're going to have a few
failed relationships before we find that person that
can walk into our family, into the very heart of
what makes us us, into our culture, and truly walk
in step with us like they were meant to have been
doing so our whole life.
So I'll leave you with this thought: If you've
been lucky enough to find that person that really
does qualify as your "better half," the person who
makes upside down days feel right side up, as I like
to say; cherish that person with every fiber of your
being and enjoy your blessed life. If you haven't
found that person yet, don't be discouraged by the
"almosts", the relationships that were like a pair of
shoes you loved that just didn't quite fit right. Like
I said, with nearly seven billion people on this rock,
statistically speaking your odds are undeniable. In
the meantime, embrace who you are and the rich
and unique culture that makes you the amazing
person that you are. If you can do that, more often
than not, you will find that everything else falls
right into place.

Ashley is a 2L and can be reached at vuslforum@
gmail.com
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Letter Prom tlie CJ3acf( 1Ww
®ear }lnnoying Law Student,

)I

<You aon 't ftnow us. We are tlie peopfe sitting in tlie 5ad(.of tfie cfass.: watcliing you, fistening to your er.,•ery worafor tlie safe purpose

of rUficufing you fater witfi our secret faw scfwo[society comrcufes. CE.very time you raise your liam{, wliicli you quite frequent{y ao, we are on tlie
edge of our seats waiting; after a[(, tlie su5ject matter is not near[y as interesting as )'Our inept interpretation of it.
ctou fee[ your persona[ e:q;erience is an e:{fe[fent contri6ution, 5ut you ma~ no use_fu(points using i((ustrations from your "rea( worU" Ofi,
you k,now someone wlio k,nows someone wlio fiat[ a simifar fega[ cfifemma? 4tle rea({y care. qJzank,you for sliaring. )4/So, you tliinft tliat using
an authoritative voice gives more credence to tlie point you are attempting to makf. It doesn't. <You utifize cfass time to detennine ifVncfe
Wliomever is 6reakjng tfie faw 6y aoing wliatever fie is aoing. J£oweve" tliis is not an initial consu[tation at your attorney's office. %is is an
liour of time tfiat we paUlfor anayou are ro66ing us e'C/ery time you open your moutli.
1'"ou are a clironic fiead--noaaer. <You noayour fieaa at every point tlie professor mafi.gs, so as to aemonstrate tfiat you eitfier agree witli tlie professor or tliat you "get it." 1'"ou miglit someaay firu£ success 6eing a 6o66[e lieaafigurine for J{a[foween. cy'ou faugli perioaica[[y tlirougliout tfie
fecture, as if sliaring in a private jokf triggerea 6y tlie discussion of [insert o6scure fega[ reference liere}. Laugliing out of conteXj is a symptom
noted in tlie VS::M, anayou una6asliea[y toe tfie fine.
Wlien you come to cfass unpreparet£ we can te[[ 6y tfie tone ofyour voice in tlie first tliree wortfs tliat you aon t ftnow tlie answer. We wouU
appreciate your a£mission ratlier tfian your attempts at foofery. ryou ji[[ your cfass commentary witfi 5ogus woras sucfi as ((stigma ana (profijerating." ryou fik§ to mafi.g va[ue statements a6out your own misguUfea 6efiejs on re[igion, race, ana sex:_ua[ orientation. It qua[ifies you, ana mafi.gs
you fee[ proua ofyourself. ryou ftnow liow tlie worGf wor~. ryou sfiouUget a mec£a[for tliat.
We overfiear your stritfent conversations 6efore ana after cfass. cy'our liigli-scfioof-feve{ rfietoric is unmistakg6fe. Par you, faw scfioo[ is
mere[y an e)(Jension ofyour unaergraauate eaucation, wfiicli is mere[y an eXjension ofyour fiigfi scfioo[ eaucation. Sigfi.
We notice you fiave some 6ac£ lia6its. We can see wfiat you're aoing in cfass ana everyone elSe can too. cyou may want to stop 6iting,
ni66fing, or pickjng at your 6oay parts, ana reconsider eating anything nonjoocf. It's not 6ecoming ofyou. ryou may want to consider makjng
wiser snack_ cfioices. ifyour snack_ comes witfi tlie compfication, noise, ana sme[[ of tfining on cra6 fegs, it's pro6a6[y not tfie 6est clioice for pu6{ic consumption.
ctak§ fieea ana try e~rcising a punctifio of courtesy prior to e:{fcuting your tried-and-true metfioas for utter annoyance. rnie worU is
not so forgiving as to give you a warning.
J
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Catwalk for the Cure Returns to Valpo Law

V

alparaiso University law students will host a fashion show Tuesday,
March 20, featuring designer lines BCBG MAX AZRIA, Brooks
Brothers and Buckle to raise money for breast cancer research
through the American Cancer Society.
The 2nd Annual Catwalk for the Cure Charity Fashion Show will showcase
men's and women's spring 2012 styles in casual, business, "pink" line (for
breast cancer), and evening wear. Valparaiso law students will strut their stuff
to feature cocktail dresses, business suits, jeans and tops, as well as shoes,
purses, and sunglasses.
"The apparel we'll model is the latest styles and fashions of 2012. We are
featuring a 'pink' line this year that is in honor of cancer patients, survivors,
and others who have been affected by this terrible disease," said Courtney
Miller, dual executive board member for the Valparaiso University Business
Law Society and the VU Sports and Entertainment Law Association, the
groups hosting the event.
All proceeds from ticket sales and donations will go to breast cancer research
by means of the American Cancer Society. A silent auction throughout the
evening will send several guests home with gift baskets valued up to $100
each.
"Our goal is to raise $5,000 to donate to the American Cancer Association,"
said Miller, whose family was affected by breast cancer. "High schQol and
university students and their families can help us reach that goal by purchasing
a ticket and coming out for a night of fashion and fun."
The 2nd Annual Catwalk for the Cure Charity Fashion Show will take
place Tuesday, March 20 on campus at the Harre Union in Ballrooms Band
C. Non-alcoholic cocktail hour begins at 6:00 p.m. and the fashion show

begins at 7:00p.m. Tickets are $7 for students and $15 for general admission.
Tickets can be purchased at the VU Law School or by contacting Courtney
Miller at courtney.miller@valpo.edu.

MEDIA OPPORTUNITY: Media is warmly encouraged to cover the
event. In addition, media can conduct interviews and take photos and video
footage at the fashion show's rehearsals on Wednesday, February 22 at 6
p.m. in the Harre Union in Ballrooms B and C. Student models will practice
the catwalk, and the Business Law Society and SELA board members, event
coordinators, models, and other volunteers will be available for interviews.

VALPO BY THE SLICE
GREEK'S PIZZERIA

BY: DAN D.

A

HALLBERG

+EoiTOR-IN-CmEF

h, Greek's Pizzeria. Owned by a Valpo
grad, this place has been serving up pizza
in Valparaiso since 1969. A lot of my
family grew up in Valparaiso but don't live their .
now, so when I tell them I'm doing a pizza themed
column, their first question is "have you talked
about Greek's yet?"
I've held off on doing Greek's for this column for
a few of reasons. One is that I live within window
view of Greek's, and so have been waiting for a
night when I didn't want to drive somewhere to
get food to review them. Another is that I wanted
to make sure that I talked about my two favorite
pizza joints in town, Shoe's and Giggle's, before
I talked about Greek's. Most importantly though,
I've had a bad experience there that has kind of
tainted my view of the pizza place since.
I had never been to Greek's Pizzeria even though
I've been coming to Valparaiso regularly my entire
life. I just never felt an interest, nor did I have the
money. But then, my now fiance who had been my
long distance girlfriend for two years, moved out
to Valpo from Oregon and we moved in across the
street from the place.
As you can imagine, moving all of one's stuff
across the country can be expensive, and money
was tight. We really didn't have any money to go
out at all. So even though they were right across
the street, we had to wait to try it. We decided that

the first thing we would do once my student loan
check came in was that we'd go to Greeks and try
the best pizza Valpo had to offer.
Additionally, we were told by the owner's son
himself that they had the best garlic knots in
town. My fiance is kind of a garlic fiend and this
got her even more excited. We looked at their
menu online and saw a lot of specialty knots, both
savory and sweet, and became really anxious to try
everything.
We spent two months waiting and waiting for
this pizza, until finally the big day came that we
were able to go over. We decided that we would
splurge since we could. No regular pizza for us,
we were going to try one of the specialties. The
spanikopita pizza was the first to catch my eye.
If you're unfamiliar with this delicious dish, it's
spinach and feta cheese cooked together and then
wrapped in flakey philo dough. It's often called
spinach pie around here as well, and it's probably
my favorite Greek food.
We figured that Greek's Pizza must have good
Greek food so lets give it a try! And we figured
we'd get garlic knots and
peanut butter chocolate
knots so that we could try
a savory and a sweet treat.
Our first disappointment
catne with the garlic
knots. They weren't bad,
but they were far from
the best in the city as far
as garlic bread products
go. That honor goes to
Giggle's breadsticks.
Then the pizza came.
It was pretty much a
dry crust just covered in
spinach, feta, and dill. I
don't really know what I
expected with this pizza,
but I do know that this

wasn't it. It was just so mediocre that I couldn't
help but feel gypped after my long wait to try it.
Then finally our desert knots came and they were
pretty much just the garlic knots sans garlic with
some chocolate drizzled on them, accompanied
with a plastic condiment cup of peanut butter. It
was like one last sour note on top of an already
disappointing meal, and its shaped how I view the
place since.
Since then I've gone a couple of times and just
got their regular pizza. It's. pretty good. Not
anything to write home about, but alright. They
don't use fresh ingredients, which is a bummer and
often times it's really soggy In the middle. Also,
they're pretty pricey. It's not like Giggle's, Shoe's,
and, Gelsosomo's are cheap; but at the very least
they have some specials that make it easier to do on
the law school budget. Greek's has no such deals,
and that's why even though they're my neighbor,
they're not at the top of my list of places to go.

Dan is a 3L and can be reached at vuslforum@
gmail.com
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PEARLS AND POLITICS

BY: JESSICA FABISZAK. STAFF WRITER

E

lection years divide our country into many
different groups of people. The categories
range from those who devote their night
and days reading about candidate coverage and
those who could not even tell you what type of
election is taking place this year. Americans are
known to be very passive voters in general. My
theory on it is that the world expects so much out of
the younger generations regarding their education,
jobs, extra curricula, and volunteerism, that at the
end of the day, there just is not the time to devote
to such matters that are "already" being taken care
of by our elected officials. This truly is a shame.
My dad recants stories to me about protests and
sit-ins taking place on his college campus, Bradley
University. Well, I also went to Bradley and
unfortunately did not have the same experience.
Yes, I did partake in the random petition that would
go around the school by our student government
to initiate some change on the campus, but in my
experience, none of the campaigns by students
were being led to initiate a change on a national
level. The biggest campaign I remember was when
students were being denied Pell grants back in
20 I 0 but even that campaign only went as far as to
Illinois' capitol. The type of campaign I am talking

New Law from page 1...
will most likely be effective by the time this article
goes to print. Senator Ed Charbonneau initially
authored the bill but has since been coauthored by
Senators Bray, Steele, Randolph, Eckerty, Alting,
Becker, and Miller. State Representatives Kubacki,
Ellspermann, and Riecken have sponsored the bill
in the house.
Proposed sections 3-6 (sections I ,2, & 7 are
omitted from this article) are as follows:
Sec. 3. If a child was conceived as a result of
an act of rape, the parent who is the victim of the
act of rape may file a petition with the juvenile or
probate court to terminate the child's parent-child
relationship with the alleged perpetrator of the act
of rape.
Sec. 4. A verified petition filed under section 3
of this chapter must:
(1) be entitled "In the Matter of the
Termination of the Parent-Child Relationship of
, a child, and ------------------------the parent"; and

about is one on a national cale, one similar to the
current "Buy American" that i currently trying to
weep college campuses across the country.
ow where am I going with all of this? Election
coverage for 2012 is at full throttle. As students
that attend law school, we have the opportunity
to show the rest of the country that we care about
our future. How? By voting! Whether you decide
to vote in your home state primary or vote in
Indiana, you should go and take the time to do it.
I absolutely hate when people tell me they do not
vote. I do not care if you know nothing about any
of the candidates, I still think it is pertinent that
you get out and vote. Each of us has the luxury to
participate in a national campaign for our President
and many other elected officials. Many individuals
around the world do not have the privilege that we
do to take part in such a process. The most common
complaint I hear is that "my vote does not count".
Well, I hate to differ with you, but it could.
Regardless of whether your home state "always"
leans a certain direction in voting, you should
still do it. Take me for example. A straight edged,
conservative Republican, born and raised from
Illinois. Illinois! The state that this year will
probably continue with the trend of voting for
Obama in this year's presidential election because
(1) he served as Senator from Illinois and (2)
Illinois's voting trend leans Democratic. However,
I continue to vote for good old 'Red' as I walk
into the voting polls wearing my little republicanelephant earrings. It should not matter that your
vote may be 'washed over' because of the way
your state leans; you voted! That in itself is a huge
accomplishment. You have the opportunity to
make a change in your state if you truly believe
you can do so. Who knows, someday I may be
campaigning myself and I would like to think
voters in the future will see past expensive and
flashy campaign ads and look toward the depth of
the candidate. I choose to vote Republican for my
own personal reasons. I believe in what the party
stands for and continuously hope that the new batch
of candidates running will demonstrate the party's
ideals through their campaign. No, this does not
always happen, but I can still have hope.

(2) allege:
(A) that the alleged perpetrator committed
an act of rape against the parent who has filed the
petition to terminate the parent-child relationship;
(B) that the child was conceived as a result
of the act of rape described under clause (A); and
(C) that termination of the parent-child
relationship of the alleged perpetrator with the
child is in the best interests of the child.
Sec. 5. A showing by clear and convincing
evidence that:
( 1) the alleged perpetrator committed an
act of rape against a parent described in section
4(2)(A) of this chapter; and
(2) the child was conceived as a result of
the act of rape;
is prima facie evidence that there is a reasonable
probability that continuation of the parent-child
relationship with the alleged perpetrator is not in
the best interests of the child.
Sec. 6. (a) The court shall terminate the parentchild relationship if the court finds:
(1) by clear and convincing evidence, that
the allegations in a petition described in section

Rule: "A pessimist sees the difficulty in every
opportunity; an optimist sees the opportunity in
every difficulty"-Winston Churchill
I understand it is hard to imagine that our nations
finest in D.C. will change, but why not believe
so? As Americans, we do not necessarily need to
participate in nation sweeping campaigns to get
our views across. Things can be simple as heading
over to a polling place and checking a candidate's
name off on a ballot. As Churchill stated, you have
the opportunity in a difficult situation to see what
is really there. You can try to see past how one
vote may or may not impact our country's future.
Early voting is rapidly approaching in many of
our neighboring states. For those fellow Illinois
residents, early voting begins Monday, March
5th. March 20th is Illinois' primary election.
Indiana's primary election is May 8th and early
voting begins April 9th. It is your call. We have
the next few months to potentially make a change
or keep things constant in the next four years in
this country. I do not believe you can sit and argue
how bad politics is, how unfortunate the disputes
are of D.C. politicians, or why our President does
what he does if you do not go out and vote! It is a
very easy process and as law students, we should
understand more than a majority of potential voters
out there how important our constitutional right to
vote is for us as Americans. Best of luck to all of
the candidates and to you in choosing one to vote
for in the upcoming primary election!
Visit the following websites for more details on
registration and voting dates for this spring: http://
www. indy.gov/eGov/county/clerk/election/pages/
home.aspx
http://www.elections.il.gov/

Jessica is a 2L and can be reached at vuslforum@
gmail.com

4(2)(A) and 4(2)(B) of this chapter are true; and
(2) that termination of the parent-child
relationship is in the best interests of the child.
(b) If the court does not find:
(1) by clear and convincing evidence, that
the allegations in a petition described in section
4(2)(A) and 4(2)(B) of this chapter are true; and
(2) that termination of the parent-child
relationship is in the best interests of the child; the
court shall dismiss the petition.
The impending passage of this legislation is
truly incredible. Shauna's story started off as a
tragedy but ended up being a miracle. As a result
of her experience, she went to law school, became
a lawyer, and has written the only scholarly article
on the subject. She is now a mother and powerful
advocate for the unborn. This article demonstrates
that when preparation meets purpose, all things are
possible.

Michael is a 3L and can be reached at vuslforum@
valpo.edu.
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ENTERTAINMENT BLENDER
JUSTIFIED

Bv: JoHN STURGEON + STAFF WRITER

but the chemistry was so electrifying between him
and Olyphant, they changed the ending of the pilot
ack in 2010, I was pumped for the debut of so that Boyd didn't die. Goggins matched wits
Justified, an FX series based on infamous for seven seasons with Michael Chiklis on The
crime novel writer Elmore Leonard's short Shield, so he's no stranger great episodic drama.
story, Fire in the Hole. The main character of the The Boyd/Raylan relationship provides the heart
show is U.S. Marshal Raylan Givens (Timothy of the show as these two characters were cut from
0 lyphant), a rugged, tough loner with a cowboy hat the same cloth and grew up around each other
who happens to know how to use a gun expertly to witnessing the horror and viciousness that some of
get out of precarious situations that he encounters the town's inhabitants brought to the world. It's no
protecting Harlan County in Kentucky. In the secret that while Boyd followed in the footsteps
Pilot, his chief adversary and rival Boyd Crowder of his criminal father while Raylan chose law
(Walton Goggins) starts blowing up churches and enforcement, there is a quiet respect and feeling of
other buildings with a rocket launcher. Raylan understanding between both men. Getting to watch
eventually finds Boyd and puts
a bullet in his chest. With great
action, novel-like dialogue, and
excitement throughout the pilot,
the foundation was laid for a great
senes.
Unfortunately, the show became
procedural in nature, settling on
the lazy CBS-patented villain of
the week formula with little plot
carrying over from week to week.
About midway through the first
season though, Walton Goggins
signed on as a series regular, a
concerted effort was made to
create season-long arcs, and the
show morphed into one of the best
hours of television. Giant steps
were taken in season two when
Margo Martindale, in an Emmywinning tum as drug-lord Mags
Bennett, gave Raylan fits over
the course of the season with her
twisted sons, poisonous apple
pies, and scary presence. Boyd found himself on an ever-changing deranged sociopath in Boyd on a
a journey to become a better man, and sought weekly basis is one of the most exciting things on
guidance from the Lord. Raylan found love with television at the moment. Having two powerhouses
his ex-wife Winona once again by helping her portray this very complicated relationship between
get away from her crazy new husband while also Raylan and Boyd only helps matters. That both
battling the Bennetts. Season 2 ended with Mags Olyphant and Goggins earned acting nominations
out of the picture except for her incarcerated son at the Emmys last year is a testament to both the
Dickie, Boyd ready re-enter and dominate the strong writing and dynamic talent on display in the
criminal world, and Raylan suffering from a bullet show.
wound.
Season 3 is well underway Tuesday nights at 9 on
The most instrumental event that helped this FX and the theme this year is danger everywhere.
show become something special was Goggins Boyd has his crew and they are out for blood and
earning a major role on it. Supposedly, Walton money by any means necessary. Neal McDonough
did the pilot as a favor to one of the producers, and Mykelti Williamson joined the cast this

B

season as new villains to fill the big hole Mags'
departure left. McDonough exemplifies creepy
as "carpetbagger" Robert Quarles, a ruthless
killer hell-bent on running a drug scheme on all
of Harlan County. Quarles has a hidden sleevegun on his person that he has already taken out
multiple people with. Willamson plays Ellstin
Limehouse, a hard-working farmer and protector
of abused women. Limehouse also had a deal in
place to protect Mags' fortune, a pot every villain
in the county is after once news of her downfall
leaked. Limehouse obviously has taken some of the
money for a criminal scheme of his own that will
come out as the season progresses. Jeremy Davies
continues to appear as Dickie
Bennett, Mags' dumb, limping
son who has an intense hatred
for Raylan due to him making
Dickie the way he is. Meanwhile,
in addition to dealing with all this
evil, Raylan's pregnant girlfriend
Winona has taken off due to a
lack of attention from her man.
Watching this show is akin to
reading a novel. Each character
has three dimensions and a fullyformed personality showing us
the audience why they behave the
way they do. An example of this
would be one-time Boyd follower
Dewey Crowe. Last week, he got
out of jail and into the hands of
some maniacs who told him that
they cut out his kidneys. He was
given instructions to acquire an
amount of money for his kidneys
or die. While he participated in
despicable activities in the past,
you couldn't help but wonder about the poor man's
fate as he raced around town in an increasingly
frantic state. The best part about this season is
that there isn't just one adversary. There are 4-5
different ones and they all have relationships with
each other in addition to Raylan coming at them.
How things shake out remains up in the air in an
exciting way. Get on board one of the best dramas
on television when you can as no other show is as
well-presented on television at the moment.
John is a 3L and can be reached at vuslforum@
gmail.com
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ROCI<S AND SHOALS
WHY DOMA SHOULD END
Bv: A. '1 HO,

Y

Azco

•

STAFF WRITER

n 1996, the Congre of the United State pas ed
the Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA) and
igned into law by President Clinton. The law
denied federal benefits -those normally afforded to
married couples - to married homosexual couples.
It was a reaction to a decision by the Hawai 'i
Supreme Court in 1993 that same-sex couples
could be married under the Hawaiian constitution.
It was claimed that homosexuals were waging a
war against traditional heterosexual marriage and
something must be done to protect the "sacred
institution" of heterosexual marriage.
Oh the irony that the twice-married House
Speaker Newt Gingrich was in an affair with his
soon to be third wife, Callista Bisek, while battling
to protect the sacred institution of marriage from
same-sex couples.
Now in the 21st century, President Obama
declared that the Department of Justice would not
defend Section 3 ofDOMA and two federal district
courts have ruled that DOMA is unconstitutional.
The recent opinion of U.S. District Judge Jeffery
White stated that heightened scrutiny should
be the standard when "reviewing statutory
classification based on sexual orientation." But not
everyone is convinced that DOMA is an outdated
statute that should join the Jim Crow laws in the
dumpster of history, as evidenced by many of
the GOP presidential candidates. I, on the other
hand, find that DOMA should end because of its
denial to homosexual service members in samesex marriages rights that are afforded to service
members in heterosexual marriages.
Since there are seven states that recognize and
permit same-sex marriages, it is possible that a
gay or lesbian service member could be married
while serving. Two states that are the home to

many ervice member , California and New York
permit same- ex marriage, with more to cotne.
Maryland' legislature passed a bill permitting
same-sex marriage and Illinois legislators have
proposed a bill to permit same-sex marriage. The
right for homosexuals to serve in the military
and their growing right to marry will have an
impact not only on the same-sex spouse but will
lead to challenges that may affect a command's
effectiveness to carry out its mission.
In the military, married personnel are able to list
their dependents (e.g. their spouse, children) on their
Page 2, which permits the dependents of the service
member to be eligible for benefits permitted by
the Department of Defense (DoD). Those benefits
would be: a DoD ID card which gives access to
military installations, access to on-base housing,
access to the PX and Commissary (the department
store and groceries store on military bases), access
to military health care through TRJCARE (DoD
health care), an increase in housing allowances,
and the dependent to receive SGLI benefits upon
the death of the service member spouse.
A gay or lesbian service member will not be
able to list their same-sex spouse on their Page 2
because ofDOMA. Since DOMAapplies to federal
benefits, and since DoD benefits are conferred by
the federal government, spouses of homosexual
service members are denied those benefits.
Thanks to the brilliance of DOMA, spouses of
homosexual service members would be denied
those benefits afforded to the heterosexual married
couples. The effects of denying these rights range
from the spouse not being able to attend functions
such as promotion or retirement held on military
bases to issues that arise (even with heterosexual
married couples) when the service member
deploys. When a service member deploys, the
dependents listed on the Page 2 will have access

to the rights the DoD permits for dependents. The
spou e will not be able to get on base unless they
are in the military or a DoD civilian employee
to access those benefits. Additionally, they will
not be able to use TRJCARE to assist with health
care costs for use of off base health care facilities.
The strain of deployment is stressful enough for
the deploying service member, but to add to that
strain the concern that their spouse will not have
the same benefits afforded to heterosexual spouses
is unfair. Further, and possibly the most heartless,
the same-sex spouse would not be informed of the
death of their spouse serving in the defense of our
country.
These stresses and other issues work to
undermine unit cohesion. From what I've seen in
the Navy, sailors who are distracted with issues at
home sometimes struggle with their performance,
which does impact command readiness. Apart
from affecting their performance, this extra stress
atop of the regular challenges service members
face in deployments away from their families may
lead to depression. It may not apply to all service
members, but it is pointless to continue with the
policies of DOMA, which amounts to shooting
ourselves in the foot.
For all the those who love to wear the American
flag pin and wax poetic about our military,
they should consider the fact that their bigoted
homophobia is actually a disservice to the
homosexual service members; gay and lesbian
American citizens who had the courage to enlist in
the military. Their continued homophobia does a
disservice to the morale of the military. It serves
to weaken, not strengthen.

Tony is a 3L and can be reached at vuslforum@
gmail.com

STAFF E-D ITORIAL
EXTREMIST MAKEOVER: GOP EDITION
BY: DAN HALLBERG • EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

T

his election season has been pretty dull
for Democrats. Last election we saw our
primary battle go down to the wire and
keep us thoroughly enthralled into the summer.
The problem with your party having the incumbent
candidate is that you pretty much have nothing to
do except sit back and watch the other side of the
aisle as they scatter around trying to figure out who
they're picking and what they generally want to be
the theme heading into the election season.
I've watched a few of the debates. Or at least
parts of a few of the debates; I usually throw out
my neck from shaking my head after half an hour of
watching. It seems like there are more of them than

there are different Real Housewives shows these
days. I've also read a lot of what other Republicans
that aren't running national campaigns are saying
and there seems to be a running theme about how
they talk about the President of the United States.
Indiana Governor Mitch Daniels, in his
Republican response to the State of the Union,
complained about the extremism of the President's
policies. Senator James Inhofe called the President
an "extreme liberal" set on disarming America. It
seems like at every one of these debates, or on
any television appearance, former Speaker Newt
Gingrich chides the President for one "extreme"
liberal policy or another. Even the locals are
getting in on this theme. Bob Morris, an Indiana
State House member from Fort Wayne went out
of his way to criticize the
radical Obama couple as
he blasted the "extremist"
Girl Scouts of America.
If there's one thing that
Republicans want you
to think about President
Barack Obama is that
he is an extreme liberal
waging a war on your
freedom, your religion,
and your wallet; and not
necessarily in that order.

Now wait a minute. Hold the phone. Last time
I checked with the actual extreme liberals I know,
the President has been dam near a Republican.
Throughout his term he's extended the Bush tax
cuts. He's deported more people than President
Bush ever did. Sure he ended the war in Iraq, but
not before escalating the one in Afghanistan and
killing Osama Bin Laden. He's continued with
America's policy of full support of Israel. He's
proposing that we lower corporate taxes and has
suspended the payroll tax. Last I checked, those
were all things Republicans were initially for.
Look, you can disagree with what the President
has done with this country. You can disagree.with
some of the policies he's put forward, but to call
him an extremist is utterly ridiculous. Especially
coming from some of these guys.
He spent the last two years trying compromise,
much to the chagrin of those of us in his camp,
only to get stonewalled back, and now he's the one
on the extreme side of the issues because he didn't
tum to putty in the Republican's hands every time
they wanted a new tax and/or spending cut.
Personally, I don't think that's extreme. It seems
rational to me to try and work with someone and
then move on when they don't want to work with
you. But here are some things I do find extreme:

... Continued on page 11
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he Republican primary, which will
determine who will go toe-to-toe with
President Obama in November, is one of
the most volatile in at least eighty years. An article
in the National Journal stated that "polling data
supplied by Gallup dating back to 1930 shows
that no other race since that time has even come
close to the same level of volatility." A majority
of candidates that signed up have had a lead in
the polls at least once nationally, and the polling
swings in states is even more extreme.
The Republican primary has Republicans worried
and Democrats excited. Republicans are worrying
that the primary will last too long, too much
money will be spent on it, and that the eventual
nominee could be weak and damaged. Democrats
are excited for exactly those same reasons.
Looking only at important factors, it would seem
that the Republicans would have a very strong
position against Barack Obama. Unemployment
levels are still high. Gas prices are rising as a
conflict with Iran seems more and more likely.
The national debt is over fifteen trillion dollars.
And Obama's signature domestic achievement, the
Affordable Care Act, is still opposed by a majority of
Americans (Quinnipiac has 52-39% of Americans
favoring a repeal). In that same poll, Quinnipiac
found that more Americans are optimistic about
the economy, but a majority believe that Obama
should not be re-elected (50-45%).
The poor news and polls for Obama, however,
don't stop hitn from leading the remaining four
Republican candidates in head-to-head polls, with
leads ranging from six to over ten percent.
Which brings us back to the primary. The
mudslinging that the different candidates have
been throwing have had a hand in lowering their
favorable ratings, and the result has been a net
benefit for President Obama. The candidates are
raising and spending millions of dollars in the
different states not arguing why they will be the
best candidate to face Obama in November, but to
paint the other candidates in as negative as a light
as possible.
Democrats are hoping that the primary could
yield three results: a Gingrich candidacy, a
Santorum candidacy, or a brokered convention.
Republican primary voters have not caught on yet,
or don't want to catch on.
If Gingrich were to be the nominee, the election

T

GOP from page 10...

would be exciting, there is no doubt about that.
A Gingrich-Obama debate would be great to
watch, and the two competing grand visions that
the candidates would offer would be compelling.
However, Gingrich is very undisciplined: you never
know what he is going to say next. For instance,
he told the National Review that in order to
understand Barack Obama you have to understand
the "Kenyan, anti-colonial" worldview. It is
disturbingly similar to the "birther" backlash that
Obama suffered; paranoid far-right conservatives
who believed that Obama was not an American
citizen. Don't even get me started on his idea of a
lunar base.
As bad as a Gingrich candidacy would be (or
good, if you prefer the Obama administration), I
think a Santorum candidacy would be worse. This
is because I believe that in order for the Republicans
to win in November, they have to, more than
anything else, hit Obama hard on the economy, the
debt, and the Affordable Care Act. With Santorum
in the running, I could see a scenario where Obama
gets a pass on those three issues, and instead the
national debate could be about contraception
in private insurance companies and whether or
not Obama was infringing on religious freedom.
That would be a losing platform, with Santorum
constantly wearing his religion on his sleeve. And
I say this as a churchgoing, conservative, pro-life
Catholic (all of which Santorum is, except his
fiscal conservatism is more akin to George W.
Bush's big government conservatism). No, the
national debate must not be about social issues Mr.
Santorum, ·and his hardline stance on issues like
gay marriage is pushing away younger voters who
could support the GOP ticket otherwise.
Which brings me to the third possibility: none
of the Republican candidates gain a winning
majority of delegates, and the Republicans head
to Tampa Bay, Florida with no candidate chosen.
The uncertainty level is high: it could be an
absolute disaster or a grand slam. On one end, the
convention could produce a Presidential candidate
who the GOP voters detest, which would depress
GOP turnout in the general election, which would
assure an Obama victory. On the other end, the
convention could produce a great candidate who
could excite the Republicans and have an edge
with independents. The resulting media circus
could help or hurt, depending on what goes on.
As someone who is not a fan of Obama, it
pains me to see the Republican party on the edge

of repeating some of the mistakes that they did
in 2010: putting forth extremely problematic
candidates in key swing states. If the Republicans
had nominated the "more electable" candidates in
three key Senate races (Colorado, Delaware, and
Nevada), the Republicans would most likely be in
charge of the Senate.
This election is no different. They're not
choosing someone to be the governor of a red
state like Texas, they are choosing someone to run
against Barack Obama across each state, whether
red, blue, or purple.
Mitt Romney is not the best candidate the
Republicans have. He has difficulty explaining
some ofhis changing positions and comes across as
insincere. He cannot relate to people on a personal
level when it comes to the economic difficulty due
to his wealth. I don't begrudge someone who is
rich, good for them, but I couldn't help but wince at
Romney's ten-thousand dollar bet with Rick Perry,
or his clumsy explanation of how he plans to focus
on the middle class: because he "doesn't worry"
about the rich or poor. Still, I think he is much
better than Gingrich and Santorum. His moderate
record in Massachusetts will help him with the
crucial independents, and I think his experience in
private equity is uniquely applicable in a _time when
the debt is so high anQ government so inefficient
and mistrusted. Faced with the possibility of a
brokered convention, I still prefer Romney to the
uncertainty that would surely result otherwise.
All the hand-wringing on the Republican side and
the gloating on the Democrat side could very well
be p-remature. If gas prices are high in November,
the Republicans could gain major traction on
Obama's catering to the anti-oi~ environmentalists
in his party. On the other hand, the economy could
start adding a million jobs next month, which
would all-but-guarantee his re-election.
But for the time being we have nothing else
to go on but the here-and-now. The odds of the
Republicans retaking the White House are lower
than they should be, and the messy primary is the
main reason. And that's a fact.

Steve is a JL and can be reached at vuslforum@
gmail.com

I think it's extreme to not think it's your duty to correct someone when they
I think it's extreme to complain that the President wants health insurance say they don't recognize the legality of our clearly legal President.
I think it's extreme to continually call policies like the health care bill "jobto cover something that over 90% of women of child rearing age will at some
when there is absolutely no evidence of said policies killing jobs.
killing"
point use.
I think it's extreme to call someone a snob for hoping that kids go to
I think it's extreme for a candidate to be President of the United States to
college.
say in a stump speech that he thanks God that people cling to their guns and
I think it's extreme to demand tax cuts that will give millionaires more
their Bibles. I doubt Senator Santorum would be stoked to hear President
Ahmadinejad say, "praise Allah that people cling to their guns and their millions, but then drag your feet on cutting payroll taxes which will save real
workers money and that will actually effect their ability to make a living.
Qurans."
But most of all, I think it's extreme to spend eight years propagating policies
I think it's extreme to promise a moon base, complete with a moon state
by the end of your second term. I know that's an easy one to pick on so I'll that drove the country into deep unemployment and. then complain that the
also mention other Gingrich ones. I think it's extreme to lie about your past President has been too slow by not getting us all the way out of the hole in
ethical violations and expect Americans to not remember them because they four. Especially when job growth is starting to pick up.
But that's just me. Maybe I'm an extreme liberal too, but I doubt I'm that
happened a decade and a half ago. I also think it's extreme to support a health
extreme.
I guess we'll find out come election time.
care mandate and then just change your mind on it simply because the other
party supports it. I think it's extreme to say that the United States shouldn't
apologize when our soldiers bum other cultures' holy books. I think it's Dan is a 3L and can be reached at vuslforum@gmail.com
extreme to insist that a group of people who have existed for thousands of
years are a made up people.
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STUDENT PROFILES
Lisa Baron - 3L
What's the farthest place you have been from Valpo in the past 6 weeks?
White Plains, NY, for an International Moot Court Competition.

Hometown: Tully, NY
Undergraduate School: Iona College
Undergraduate Major: Political Science
Family: Yeah, I've got one of those.

What's your favorite way to burn off stress?
Performing Photoshop miracles. Although, 1'm sure there are some out there who
wish I would give up this hobby.

What do you see yourself doing after graduating from the "Vale of Paradise"?
Who said I was graduating? But, seriously, I would just like to find a job. I feel like
that has become the standard 3L response these days.
The Presidential Election of 2012 ... name one 3rd party candidate to run and
why?
Abby Lee Miller. As evidenced by her behavior on the hit show "Dance Moms,"
she appears to be a dirty fighter and utilizes some cut throat tactics in the dance
community. Why not let her take a shot at the presidency?

Where did you spend your most memorable
St. Patrick's Day?
Forget St. Patrick's Day, I'm too busy trying to
convince everybody that I am American. I can't
get mixed up in Irish holidays.

What Internet site are you addicted to?
Judging by my browser history, I would have to say my online banking website. For
some reason I keep checking it hoping that more money shows up, however, I have
yet to be right about that.

What's the farthest place you have been
from Valpo in the past 6 weeks?
New Orleans

Ryan Walsh - 2L
Hometown: Washington D.C. Metropolitan Area, by way of Cleveland, OH
U ndergrad School: Roanoke College
Undergrad Major: Criminal Justice
Family: Wife, Sis, and Mom and Dad

What's your favorite way to burn off
stress?
Swimming or taking a day off with my wife

What do you see yourself doing after graduating from the "Vale of Paradise"?
Government employee by day, bar owner by night

Who is your favorite celebrity you have
met?
My boy Albert Belle, greatest Cleveland

The Presidential Election of 2012 ... name one 3rd party candidate to run and
why?
Magic Johnson; Hall ofFamer, strong role model, and entrepreneur who relates well
to both the old and the young

Indian of my generation

What Internet site are you addicted to?
Deadspin.com

Jesse Fore111an- lL
Hometown: Covington, Ky.
Undergraduate School: Northern Kentucky University
Undergraduate Major: Philosophy and Theatre
Family: Father and Mother, David and Teresa Foreman
What do you see yourself doing after graduating from the
"Vale of Paradise"?
Like Lebron James I will be taking my talents to South Beach.
Upon graduation I will be taking the NFLPA and NBA agent
examination. After passing these two tests I will immediately
sign the number 1 overall pick in the NFL and NBA draft.
With the money off these two signings I will open my office in
Miami and put Rosenhaus Sports out of business.
The Presidential Election of 2012 ... name one 3rd party
candidate to run and why?
Harold Gregory "Hal" Moore, Jr. Even though he is 90
and should have run a long time ago, he would still be an
amazing President. Hal Moore is a Kentucky native. Moore
is a recipient of the Distinguished Service Cross, which is the
second highest military decoration of the United States Army,
and was the first of his West Point class (1945) to be promoted
to brigadier general, major general, and lieutenant general.
The main character in the movie We Were Soldiers was based
off of Hal Moore. Lieutenant Colonel Moore took his unit,
the 1st Battalion, 7th U.S. Cavalry (then in the 3rd Brigade
Combat Team, 1st Cavalry Division) to South Vietnam, and
led it in the famous Battle of Ia Drang. Encircled by enemy
soldiers with no clear landing zone (LZ) that would allow them
to leave, Moore managed to persevere despite overwhelming

Where did you spend your most memorable
St. Patrick's Day?
Last year in Chicago to watch the river tum green. It served as a sad reminder of
how weak I have become since law school: I was in bed by 2 PM.

odds that led to a sister battalion only two-and-a-half
miles away being massacred the next day. We need
a real leader to get our country out of the problems
we have now.
What Internet site are you addicted to?
Linkedin (I live on this site), Facebook, and Twitter.
What's the farthest place you have been from Valpo in
the past 6 weeks?
Cincinnati. (My true home town)
What's your favorite way to burn off stress?
Work out, play sports, watch sports or cartoons. I'm a big
kid.
Who is your favorite celebrity you have met?
I'm friends with Rich Franklin and Chad Johnson
(OchoCinco). So I would have to say those two.
Where did you spend your most memorable St. Patrick's
Day?
The nightclub I used to own Fuze. It was located above an
Irish Pub, so the first year we were open I had a huge St.
Patty's Day party with a lot of green beer. We were packed
from 8 a.m. to 2:30 a.m.; it was a good night for profit. Not
a good day after, the place was a mess and a few people
drank a little too much green beer and couldn't keep it
down. Best part though, the local news was there and did
three interviews with me about my club, which was huge
free advertisement.

